DOCUMENTS REQUIRED

a. Site plan in the name of current Owner of House / Building as per DHA rule.

b. Undertaking for Demolition of House / Building on stamp paper worth Rs.50/- (as per specimen)

c. Deposit a sum of Rs.50,000/- (Rupees Fifty Thousands Only) through attached challan form as Debris Security (Refundable).
UNDEARTAKING
(On Stamp Paper Worth Rs.50/- Duly Signed By Oath Commissioner)

I, ___________________________________________________________________________, S/O, D/O, W/O ___________________________________________________________________________,

having CNIC No. ______________________________________________________________________, Contact No. __________________________________________________________________________,

R/O ____________________________________________________________________________________________,
in possession of my full faculties and senses and of my free will and without any coercion or duress, do hereby solemnly affirm and declare as under:-

a. I am Owner of House / Building No. ___________________________________________ Sector, ____________________________ Phase _________________, Measuring ____________________________ situated in DHA Lahore Cantt.
b. I will erect green protective cloth (Necessary Cloth) so that no damage is occurred to the adjoining / neighborhood buildings.
c. Proper sprinkling is done so that minimum dust is kicked off during demolition and work is executed during day hours only.
d. DHA services will not be damaged.
e. Debris will be disposed of by us simultaneously.
f. In case of any damage to neighborhood buildings, I will pay compensation / penalty as decided by DHA.

Date: __________________________

DEPONENT
(Signature & Thumb Impression)

VERIFICATION:

Verified on Oath at Lahore this ________________ day of ______________ 20________, that the contents of the above undertaking are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

DEPONENT
(Signature & Thumb Impression)